Features
• Three (3) built-in 1W LED floodlights

• Built-in 12V outlet

• One (1) built-in 2W LED spotlight

• Built-in USB port

• Built-in solar panel with kickstand
for optimal angle to sun

• 12V dual USB port expansion plug

HANS™ PowerPack 150 Technical Specs

HANS™ PowerPack 300 Technical Specs

Output

Output

USB Port

5V, up to 2.4A

USB Port

5V, up to 2.4A

12V DC Port

11.5-16.8V (10A Max)

12V DC Port

11.5-16.8V (11A Max)

3 1W Lights & 1 2W Light 150 hours max (using single light)

3 1W Lights & 1 2W Light 300 hours max (using single light)

Input

Input

Solar

33hrs (4.5W Integrated Solar Panel)

Solar

66hrs (4.5W Integrated Solar Panel)

AC Charger

3.5-4hrs (3A)

AC Charger

3.5-4hrs (6A)

Battery Details

Battery Details

Lifecycles

1000+ Cycles to 80%

Lifecycles

1000+ Cycles to 80%

Rated Capacity

10Ahr (144Whr Nominal)

Rated Capacity

20Ahr (288Whr Nominal)

Cell Type

Li-Ion INR

Cell Type

Li-Ion INR

Power Management
System

The HANS™ Battery Management
System (HBMS) is a highly efficient
system that allows for charging
and discharging with minimal
parasitic loss

Power Management
System

The HANS™ Battery Management
System (HBMS) is a highly efficient
system that allows for charging
and discharging with minimal
parasitic loss

Shelf life

70% State of Charge
at 6 months, PowerPack
should be used or charged
at least every 6 months

Shelf-life

70% State of Charge
at 6 months, PowerPack
should be used or charged
at least every 6 months

Other

Other

Dimensions

9.9” L x 5.2” W x 12.7” H

Dimensions

9.9” L x 5.2” W x 12.7” H

Product Weight

7lb

Product Weight

9 lb

Operating Temperature

-4° to 140°F (Discharge)

Operating Temperature

-4° to 140°F (Discharge)

HANS™ Solar BriefCase Technical Specs
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Never be without lights
and a charged mobile phone.

Another Power Outage?

More than Outage Protection

When the power goes out, do you know when it’s coming back on? It could be just

Think of all the other ways you could use the long-lasting,

an hour or two. But if the outage is caused by a violent storm, natural disaster,

portable power of a HANS™ PowerPack:

or worse, if something or someone disables the grid, it could take days, weeks…

• Camping: A HANS™ PowerPack is rugged, easy to

even months.

carry and noiseless, making it ideal for camping trips.
It will light up your tent or camper at night, charge your

When the power goes out, what do you want the most? The answer… lights to

mobile devices, and run 12-volt electronics devices.

see in the dark… and a mobile phone to stay in touch with the outside world.

Best of all, it can be recharged whether you have

That’s why we made HANS™ PowerPacks… so you’ll never be without lights

access to electricity or not.

or a charged mobile phone… no matter how long the power is off. That’s because

• Hunting & Fishing Trips: Whether you’re hunting

a HANS™ PowerPack can be recharged with its own built-in solar panel, or the
optional Solar BriefCase. No electricity required. And when the power comes back

for elk in Montana or angling for marlin on the Gulf of

on, it can be charged on any wall outlet.

Mexico, a HANS™ PowerPack makes sure you won’t

The HANS™ PowerPack 150 and 300

Lights and mobile phone
charging in power outages.

The HANS™ PowerPack 150 is your personal, portable power plant.
A single charge gives you…
• Hours of light (see technical specs)
• Multiple mobile device charges (see technical specs)
• The HANS™ PowerPack 150 gives you the ability to run some small
electronic devices such as fans and radios.

be stuck in the middle of nowhere with a dead mobile

Solar BriefCase for rapid recharging.

phone. Its light weight and rugged construction makes
it ideal in any remote area.
• Tailgate Parties: No more looking for a place to recharge your mobile phone at tailgate parties. A HANS™ PowerPack
comes with an integral USB port, plus a 12-volt dual port USB expander, giving you three USB ports in total. And its
built-in lights can help keep the party going even after the sun goes down.
• Road Trips: A flat tire or broken down car at night can feel scary. A HANS™ PowerPack can provide long-lasting
bright light while you change a tire. It can also allow others on the road to see you.

• The HANS™ PowerPack 300 gives you the ability to run medium sized
electronics such as TVs and computers.

HANS™ Solar BriefCase
For rapid solar recharging of a HANS™ PowerPack, nothing beats the HANS™ Solar
BriefCase. It’s rugged, portable and will recharge your PowerPack in just a few hours.

Charge up to three mobile
devices at once.

Rugged
Hans PowerPacks are built in the USA and rugged enough to withstand falls from
several feet. They have been tested to national and international third party safety
and durability standards. In fact, they come with a 12-year warranty.

Lightweight and Portable
HANS™ PowerPacks are lightweight and portable, so you can take them anywhere.
And their compact design allows you to carry one in a backpack, on a canoe, or in
the trunk of a car. The HANS™ PowerPack 150 is seven pounds. The HANS™
PowerPack 300 is nine pounds.

Versatile
Three Ways to Charge: Via power cord, built-in solar panel, or Solar Briefcase
(sold separately).
12-Volt Port: Run any small 12-volt device, including lights.
USB Ports: To charge multiple mobile devices including tablets and phones.
Lightweight and portable
so it can go where you go.

Two Kinds of Built-in Lights: Both flood and spot lights. Use as a high-powered
flashlight or to light up a room.

For faster recharging use the
Solar Briefcase (sold separately).

